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Passenger allowed onto flight after security confiscate his bomb
Even after airport security in Edmonton realized a potentially
dangerous pipe bomb had been seized from a departing
passenger, they did not immediately call the RCMP,
inexplicably ignoring the most basic safety and security
protocols, sources with direct knowledge of the incident told
CBC News. Video Report

2 security staff fired after baggage taken at Winnipeg's airport
Two airport security employees have been fired after a
luggage theft at Winnipeg’s James Armstrong Richardson
International Airport, according to sources. Sources told
CTV News a piece of luggage was left unattended in a
public area of the airport and turned over to security
staff. Sources said the bag was removed from the
airport. Two employees of Avion Security have since
been fired, said sources. Video Report

Bomb threat forces plane to land in Brazilian Amazon
Brazil's federal police say a bomb threat forced a passenger plane to make an unplanned landing
in the Amazon city of Manaus. A note was left in a bathroom in Brasilia's airport claimed that a
bomb was aboard the TAM jet. It had already taken off when the note was discovered, so
officials routed the plane to Manaus, where it safely landed. Read more

Aviation security institute to be launched at CIAL
The Cochin International Airport Limited is set to take flight to new horizons by launching the
Aviation Security Training Institute next month at a cost of Rs 2 crore, to train personnel of all
stakeholders covering security areas at airports. The institute has been set up after two years of
persistent efforts by CIAL to create infrastructure like computer-based training, explosive model
section, x-ray simulator training section and library. Read more

Campus , Hospital and Hotel Security
Risk & Vulnerability Assessment
Basic Investigations Course

Dingy LaGuardia Airport undergoing $4.1 billion makeover
DARK, dingy, cramped and sad. These are some of the ways travellers
describe LaGuardia Airport, a bustling hub often ranked in customer
satisfaction surveys as the worst in America. "It does not represent
what people think of when they think of New York and Broadway
shows and glamour. It's not very pretty," said Layla House, a sales
manager for a medical supply company who travels from her home in Bullard, Texas, to New
York at least six times a year. That's about to change. Read more
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Bangkok: Clear pictures of Sunday bomb suspect
Deputy national police chief Ek Angsananon, who went to inspect
the blast site, said CCTV camera footage captured the suspect
clearly and it would be evidence to back a warrant for his arrest. Pol
Gen Ek said the suspect apparently wanted to toss the grenade into
a tent behind the rally stage, which is reserved for PDRC leaders
and staff and reporters, but missed the target. The device hit the
roof of a nearby coffee shop and exploded. Read more

Aviation &
Maritime Training

Local Expert Offers Thoughts On Terrorism Threats In Sochi

Aviation Security for Senior

Russian president Vladimir Putin says security at the Olympic
Games in Russia will be extensive, but not intrusive. Still, there
are credible terror threats and some American intelligence
experts believe going to Sochi is risk. Counter-terrorism expert
and La Salle professor Edward Turzanski says Russia has all the
incentive in the world for these games to go off without incident.
Read more

Management, Supervisors

Taliban bombing kills 20 troops in Pakistan
A Taliban bombing inside an army compound in northwest Pakistan killed at least 20 troops,
officials and militants said, in one of the deadliest attacks to target the country’s forces as they
battle insurgents in its volatile frontier. The blast targeted a vehicle in a convoy about to leave a
military base in the town of Bannu and drive west to the North Waziristan tribal area, police
official Inyat Ali Khan said. Pakistan’s military said the blast wounded 30 troops. Read more

Italy names port as transfer site for Syria chemical weapons
materials
The southern Italian port of Gioia Tauro will be the site for the transfer to a U.S. ship of chemical
weapons materials from Syria. The first load of materials for poison gas and nerve agents
currently are aboard a Danish ship, and Italy has agreed to serve as the transfer port to the U.S.
cargo vessel Cape Ray for eventual destruction at sea -- all part of international efforts to rid
Syria of chemical weapons. Read more

Beijing introduces new asset-freezing anti-terror law
China's central bank has announced new regulations that enable
authorities to freeze assets of domestic terrorist groups and their
"overseas affiliates" as part of continued efforts to fight rising
terrorist activities in the country. The new measures was jointly
issued by the People's Bank of China, the Ministry of Public Security
and the Ministry of State Security. Read more

U.S. Army tested biological weapons in Okinawa
The U.S. Army tested biological weapons in Okinawa in the early 1960s, when the prefecture was
still under U.S. rule. In the tests, conducted at least a dozen times between 1961 and 1962, rice
blast fungus was released over paddies to see how it affected production, the documents made
available by U.S. authorities showed. Rice blast disease causes lesions to form on the plant,
threatening the crop. The fungus, which is known to occur in 85 countries, is estimated to
destroy enough rice to feed 60 million people a year. Read more
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